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Abstrat
Knowledge representation is a key issue for
any mahine learning task. There have al-
ready been many omparative studies about
knowledge representation with respet to ma-
hine learning in lassiation tasks. How-
ever, apart from some work done on rein-
forement learning tehniques in relation to
state representation, very few studies have
onentrated on the eet of knowledge rep-
resentation for mahine learning applied to
problem solving, and more speially, to
planning. In this paper, we present an ex-
perimental omparative study of the eet
of hanging the input representation of plan-
ning domain knowledge on ontrol knowl-
edge learning. We show results in two las-
sial domains using three dierent mahine
learning systems, that have previously shown
their eetiveness on learning planning on-
trol knowledge: a pure ebl mehanism, a
ombination of ebl and indution (hamlet),
and a Geneti Programming based system
(evok).
1. Introdution
Knowledge representation is a key issue for any ma-
hine learning task. There have already been some
omparative studies about knowledge representation
with respet to mahine learning in lassiation tasks.
There is even a set of topis devoted to hanging the
input representation of the examples for improving the
learning task with issues suh as feature seletion (Ko-
havi & John, 1997) or onstrutive indution (Donoho
& Rendell, 1995). However, apart from some work
done on reinforement learning tehniques in relation
to state representation (Lin, 1993), very few studies
have onentrated on the eet of knowledge represen-
tation for mahine learning applied to problem solving,
and more speially, to planning. In (Qu & Kamb-
hampati, 1995), the authors present results in three
variations of the bloks world. They disuss dier-
enes with respet to using onditional eets, and/or
universal quantiers. But, they only ompared with
respet to variations of the same tehnique: ebl.
One of the main dierenes between mahine learning
applied to problem solving and lassiation is that
problem solving tasks required for most systems to
solve some set of problems given by an initial state
and a set of goals to generate the learning examples.
Changing the representation of the domain theory an
hange the solvability horizon of problems, and there-
fore, the ability to generate learning examples, given
that most learning systems require nding a solution
to learn. In this paper, we present an experimental
omparative study of the eet of hanging the input
representation of domain knowledge for mahine learn-
ing in planning tasks. We show results in two lassial
domains using three dierent mahine learning sys-
tems, that have previously shown their eetiveness
on learning planning ontrol knowledge: a pure ebl
mehanism (Minton, 1988), a ombination of ebl and
indution (hamlet) (Borrajo & Veloso, 1997), and
a geneti programming driven system (evok) (Aler
et al., 1998).
2. The Learning Task
The goal of the three systems onsidered in this artile
is to learn ontrol knowledge for a state spae planner
alled prodigy (Veloso et al., 1995). prodigy4.0 is a
nonlinear planning system that follows a means-ends
analysis. The inputs to the problem solver algorithm
are:
 Domain theory, D (or, for short, domain), that
inludes the set of operators speifying the task
knowledge and the objet hierarhy;
Table 1. Example of a ontrol rule for seleting the unstak
operator.
(ontrol-rule selet-operator-unstak
(if (and (urrent-goal (holding <objet1>))
(true-in-state (on <objet1> <objet2>))))
(then selet operator unstak))
 Problem, speied in terms of an initial ongu-
ration of the world (initial state, S) and a set of
goals to be ahieved (G); and
 Control knowledge, C, desribed as a set of ontrol
rules, that guides the deision-making proess.
prodigy4.0 's planning=reasoning yle, involves sev-
eral deision points, namely:
 selet a goal from the set of pending goals and
subgoals;
 hoose an operator to ahieve a partiular goal;
 hoose the bindings to instantiate the hosen op-
erator;
 apply an instantiated operator whose preondi-
tions are satised or ontinue subgoaling on an-
other unsolved goal.
We refer the reader to (Veloso et al., 1995) for more de-
tails about prodigy. In this paper it is enough to see
the planner as a program with several deision points
that an be guided by ontrol knowledge. If no on-
trol knowledge is given, prodigy4.0 might make the
wrong deisions at some points, requiring baktrak-
ing and reduing planning eÆieny. Table 1 shows
an example of ontrol knowledge represented as a rule
to determine when the operator unstak must be se-
leted. Control knowledge an be handed down by
a programmer or learned automatially. The goal of
this paper is to observe the eets of dierent rep-
resentations of the same domain on learning ontrol
knowledge for that domain.
3. Desription of the Learning Systems
In this Setion, the three systems (ebl, hamlet and
evok) involved in the experimental study will be de-
sribed. As ebl is atually one of the subomponents
of hamlet, ebl and hamlet will be desribed in the
same Subsetion.
3.1 ebl and hamlet
hamlet is an inremental learning method based on
ebl (Explanation Based Learning) and indutive re-
nement (Borrajo & Veloso, 1997). The inputs to
hamlet are a task domain (D), a set of training prob-
lems (P), a quality measure (Q)
1
and other learning-
related parameters. The output is a set of ontrol rules
(C). hamlet has two main modules: the Bounded Ex-
planation module, and the Renement module. ham-
let's Bounded Explanation module is the ebl system
that has been used in this paper. Figure 1 shows ham-
let modules and their onnetion to prodigy.
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Figure 1. hamlet's high level arhiteture.
The Bounded Explanation module generates ontrol
rules from a prodigy4.0 searh tree. The details an
be found in (Borrajo & Veloso, 1997). These rules will
be referred to as ebl rules in the experimental Setion.
The ebl rules might be overly spei or overly gen-
eral. hamlet's Renement module solves the prob-
lem of being overly spei by generalizing rules when
analyzing positive examples. It also replaes overly
general rules with more spei ones when it nds sit-
uations in whih the learned rules lead to wrong de-
isions. hamlet gradually learns and renes ontrol
rules, in an attempt to onverge to a onise set of
orret ontrol rules (i.e., rules that are individually
neither overly general, nor overly spei). ST and
ST
C
are planning searh trees generated by two alls to
prodigy4.0 planning algorithm with or without on-
trol rules (respetively. C is the set of ontrol rules,
and C
0
is the new set of ontrol rules learned by the
Bounded Explanation module.
3.2 evok
We only intend to provide a summary of evok and
refer to (Aler et al., 1998) for details. evok is a ma-
hine learning system for learning ontrol rules based
1
A quality metri measures the quality of a plan in
terms of number of operators in the plan, exeution time,
eonomi ost of the planning operators in the plan or any
other user dened riteria.
on Geneti Programming (GP) (Koza, 1992). GP is
an evolutionary omputation method that has been
used for program indution and mahine learning. GP
searhes in the spae of omputer programs, trying
to nd a \good enough" omputer program aording
to some metri. GP an be seen as a kind of heuris-
ti beam searh. Initially, the beam (or population)
is made up of randomly generated omputer programs
(or individuals). These individuals are seleted aord-
ing to a heuristi (or tness) funtion and modied by
means of the so alled geneti operators.
In evok, the individuals are sets of ontrol rules
that are manipulated by evok's geneti operators.
evok's individuals are generated and modied a-
ording to a grammar that represents the language
provided by prodigy4.0 for writing orret ontrol
rules. evok's geneti operators an grow (ompo-
nents of) rules, remove (omponents of) rules and
ross parts of rules with parts of other rules, just like
the GP rossover operator does. evok also inludes
some tailor made operators for modifying ontrol rules.
evok's guiding heuristi -the tness funtion- mea-
sures individuals aording to the number of planning
problems from the learning set they are able to solve,
the number of nodes expanded and the size of the indi-
vidual (smaller individuals are preferred beause they
run faster).
4. Experiments and Results
In this setion, we will rst desribe the variations
on representation of domain theories. Then, we will
present the training and testing setups, and, nally, we
will present the obtained results and a disussion on
those results. It is very important to bear in mind that
the goal of this paper is to analyze the eet of hang-
ing the representation of a domain theory in planning
for several learning systems. Therefore, we have inten-
tionally not ompared the dierent learning systems
among them.
4.1 Domain Theories Representation
In order to analyze the impat of knowledge represen-
tation on the task of learning problem solving ontrol
knowledge, we dened the following domains relative
to the bloks world:
2
 Standard bloks world (b): four operators (un-
stak, stak, pik-up, and put-down) with a test
on the ones with two arguments (unstak and
2
We have left a version of the rst two domains in
http://salab.u3m.es/dborrajo/hamlet/
stak) that heks that these arguments are not
equal.
 Simplied bloks world (sb): two operators (put-
on and new-tower) with a test on both that heks
that their arguments are not equal. This ver-
sion has been used in many experiments in the
bloks world, and has the advantage over the pre-
vious one that there is no reasoning about the
arm being empty, beause movement operations
on bloks are atomi; that is, they are not sep-
arated in two operations: taking the blok and
leaving the blok.
 Reverse bloks world (rb): the same four oper-
ators as the standard version, but two operators
(unstak and pik-up) are presented in the oppo-
site order in the domain desription le. Sine
prodigy4.0 (as most other planners) follows the
order by whih operators have been dened when
making blind deisions, this hange might aet
the behavior of the learning system. For instane,
learning when to selet an operator might be eas-
ier than learning when to selet the other one.
 Standard bloks world without funtions (bwf):
it is the standard version without the hek for
dierene between the arguments of operators.
We also used the following versions of the logistis do-
main:
 Standard logistis domain (l): six opera-
tors (load-airplane, load-truk, unload-airplane,
unload-truk, y-airplane, and drive-truk) and
prediates suh as at-truk, at-airplane, at-objet,
inside-airplane, inside-truk. Here, we have used
the standard version of the logistis domain in
prodigy4.0 where one an dene funtions in
the preonditions to dene lters on the values of
the variables of the operators. Apart from that,
variables are assigned to types. For example, for
unload-truk operations only truks in the same
ity as the destination loation of the objet to be
transported are seleted.
 Plain logistis domain (pl): six operators, but
we have removed the \semantis" of the predi-
ates, leaving the above mentioned prediates in
two: at and inside. This is theoretially more dif-
ult than the previous domain, sine there are
more operators now that ahieve those goals. For
the new prediate inside, in the standard version,
one would subgoal either on inside-airplane, whih
fores to use operator load-airplane, or on inside-
truk, whih fores to use operator load-truk. In
this new version, sine there is only one inside
for both previous prediates, the planner would
selet both operators for any subgoal on inside.
The same happens with prediate at.
 Standard logistis domain without funtions
(lwf): here, he have removed the funtions alls
from the preonditions, so that variables an have
any value within their types (as in the ase of the
last version of the bloks world). This domain de-
sription is also theoretially more diÆult than
the standard one, given that the planner an re-
ate more bindings (substitutions) for eah vari-
able. We only report here the results of using
prodigy, hamlet, and ebl.
4.2 Training Setup
We used for training two randomly generated prob-
lem sets for the bloks world: the rst one with 400
one goal problems and ve bloks; and the seond one
with another 400 two goal problems and ve bloks.
Sine representation of eah domain version was dif-
ferent, we generated the same problem twie: one for
domain versions that used the standard representa-
tion (with the arm-empty, and holding); and another
for domain versions with the simplied representation
(without arm-empty and holding). Sine we used a
random problem generator that used arm-empty and
holding, we did the following to make sure that the
omparison among domain versions was fair:
 Eah time that arm-empty appeared in a problem,
it was removed from the problem desription.
 Eah time that holding appeared in a problem,
the blok that the robot held was left on the ta-
ble. Therefore, all initial ongurations and goal
statements had all bloks on the table or on top
of other bloks, but never held by the robot. Of
ourse, this auses some problems to beome eas-
ier, beause, in the previous versions, in order to
hold another blok, the robot rst had to think
on where to leave the blok it was holding, while
here we are leaving it diretly on the table. But,
it has the advantage of being fair when omparing
the standard domain desription with the simpli-
ed one, given that this last one does not reason
about holding bloks.
In the logistis domain, we generated a training set
of 400 one goal problems and ve objets, airplanes,
truks, and ities. In this ase, for representation rea-
sons, the only hanged we had to do in problem formu-
lations was to hange all inside-x prediates for inside,
and all at-x prediates for at. We gave 200 seonds of
time limit for solving eah problem in both domains
during learning of ebl and hamlet.
Then, we trained the three learning systems: hamlet,
ebl, and evok. hamlet was trained as explained
in previous setions. Sine there are many dierent
eays to train the learning systems, we performed the
tests always using the best onguration found for eah
learning system. In the ase of hamlet, results using
the 800 training problems were worse than using only
the rst 400, so we used for omparison the results
of using those 400 problems. ebl learned rules from
all deisions that were not the rst alternative tried
in eah node. Then, a utility analysis was performed.
Aording to the usual equation (Minton, 1988),
u(r) = s(r) p(r)  m(r)
where u(r) is the utility of a rule r, s(r) is the time that
the rule saves when used, p(r) is the probability that
the rule would math, and m(r) is the ost of using
the rule (mathing time). Therefore, we estimated the
following variables:
 s(r): given that eah rule is learned from a node
in a searh tree, we set s(r) to the number of
nodes below the node from where it learned the
rule, multiplied by the time prodigy4.0 takes to
expand a node. A better estimate would have
been omputed by using a seond training set of
problems as Minton did.
 p(r): we estimated it as the number of times that
prodigy4.0 tried to use the rule in subsequent
problems in the training phase divided by the
number of times that it atually red. As be-
fore, a better estimate would be to use a seond
training set.
 m(r): it is estimated as the total mathing time
added over all times that it tried to math the
rule divided by the number of times that it tried
to math it.
After training, the utility u(r) of eah rule is om-
puted, and rules that do not have a number of times
that it red greater than one are removed. Also, we
used two utility thresholds: 0 and 0.5. So, rules that do
not have a higher utility than 0/0.5 are removed. This
generates two versions of ebl for eah domain version.
Sine a threshold of zero still keeps many rules, we
have only used 0.5 for the experiments reported here.
In the ase of evok, sine it is a stohasti method,
we performed around 25 experiments for eah ong-
uration. we will present the result for the best in-
dividual, and the average for all individuals and the
standard deviation.
4.3 Testing Setup
For testing, we generated problems of diverse om-
plexity with the same random proedure desribed
before. In the bloks world, we generated 18 test
sets eah with ten problems. We varied the number
of bloks and goals, having the following ongura-
tions of (goals,bloks): (1,5), (1,10), (1,20), (1,50),
(2,5), (2,10), (2,20), (2,50), (5,5), (5,10), (5,20), (5,50),
(10,10), (10,20), (10,50), (20,10), (20,20), (20,50), and
(50,50). We did something similar for the logistis
domain, generating also the ongurations: (10,5),
(20,10), and (50,20).
Time limit for test problems was set to 150 for all on-
gurations and domains. Segre et al. (1991) disuss
the eet of dening a time limit for a fair omparison,
given that if one would inrease that limit, the learning
systems might nd solutions, while the base problem
solver might not. While the authors are theoretially
right, we did not nd experimentally a big dierene
by multiplying the time limit by two or three. First,
we believe that, in order to nd a big dierene with
the reported results in terms of solvability, one would
have to inrease in an order of magnitude (or more)
the time limit. In fat, we would like to perform those
experiments in the near future.
Seond, suppose (whih is not far from reality in most
ases, at least, in ours) that the goal of using learning
systems for problem solving is to attain an optimal
behavior after learning: in eah deision of the searh
tree, selet the alternative that will lead diretly to
the best solution without exploring failure branhes.
If that is the goal of the researh, one would have to
admit as a (partial) failure (even if we do not do it)
when the learning system does not learn to fore that
optimal behavior. Optimal behavior in the ases of all
test problems that we have generated (up to 50 goals
and objets/bloks), would mean in prodigy4.0 to
expand a number of nodes whih is equal to 4o, where
o is the number of operators in the solution. For 50
goal problems the maximum number of operators in an
optimal solution is 200 for the bloks world and 500 for
the logistis domain. Given that the mahines we are
using expand a node in 2 milliseonds, it would need at
most 45000:002 = 4 seonds for solving optimally
eah test problem. Therefore, imposing a time limit of
150 seonds for eah problem is way beyond the time
that we should expet an optimal learnt knowledge to
solve eah problem. If it does not solve the problem
in that time, we will have to work harder (as it is the
ase, given that learning in problem solving is not a
solved task).
We measured the following variables:
 number of learned rules by eah learning system;
 number of solved problems: if a onguration
found a solution in the time limit dened before;
 delta-time: sine we wanted to ompare the eet
of representation in various domain desriptions
for learning, we used the dierene between the
time that prodigy4.0 spent to solve eah prob-
lem and the time that the learning system spent;
and
 delta-solution-length: omputed as the dierene
of the number of operators in the solutions by
prodigyand the number of operators in the solu-
tions by the learning systems. This is an estimate
of the optimality of the solutions that the plan-
ner with the learned knowledge provides when the
quality metri is the solution length.
4.4 Results
Table 2 and 3 show the number of rules learned by eah
learning system in eah domain. In the ase of ebl,
the tables show the number of rules used for the ex-
periments (after utility pruning) and, in parentheses,
the original number of rules (before pruning).
Table 2. Number of learned rules in the bloks world.
System Standard Simplied Reverse Without
funtions
hamlet 6 11 6 6
ebl 13 (661) 5 (328) 12 (640) 16 (635)
evok 3 1 2 2
Table 3. Number of learned rules in logistis.
System Standard Plain Without
funtions
hamlet 32 24 1
ebl 27 (297) 33 (300) 0 (30)
Tables 4 and 5 show the number of solved problems
by the dierent learning systems and prodigy4.0 in
the bloks world and in the logistis domain given the
time limit desribed before. In the ase of evok,
the tables show the results of the best individual, the
average of all individuals and the standard deviation
().
Table 4. Number of solved problems over 180 in the bloks
world.
System Standard Simplied Reverse Without
funtions
prodigy4.0 92 169 92 92
hamlet 128 149 128 128
ebl 90 168 89 89
evok (best) 144 169 166 143
evok (ave.) 102 125 120 100
evok () 21 41 32 37
Table 5. Number of solved problems over 210 in logistis.
System Standard Plain Without
funtions
prodigy4.0 96 96 25
hamlet 107 104 26
ebl 103 103
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the aumulated delta
time (dierene of time between the time spent by
prodigy4.0 and the learning system) of the solved
problems by all ongurations and domain of hamlet
and ebl in all domain versions of the bloks world.
They were also ordered by time.
Figures 5 and 6 show the aumulated delta time (dif-
ferene of time between the time spent by prodigy4.0
and the learning system) of the solved problems by all
ongurations and domain of hamlet and ebl in all
versions of the logistis domain, and ordered aording
to inreasing diÆulty for prodigy, measured by the
time that took prodigy4.0 to solve the problem. In
the logistis domain, there is no result for the version
without funtions, given that being a diÆult version
as disussed in the next subsetion, very few rules were
learnt by hamlet and ebl and the behavior was lose
to that of prodigy. In Figure 7, we show the aumu-
lated dierene in number of operators in the solution
between prodigy4.0 and hamlet (we do not show
these data for the bloks world, given that in that ase,
the dierene is very lose to zero).
4.5 Disussion
We an perform the following analysis from the data
in the previous setion:
Number of learned rules (Tables 2 and 3): the only
signiant dierene between the various domain de-
sriptions is in the ase of the logistis domain without
funtions, in whih hamlet ould only learn one rule,
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Figure 2. Aumulated delta time of solved problems by all
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gurations of hamlet and prodigy4.0 for all variations
of domain theories for the bloks world.
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Figure 3. Aumulated delta time of solved problems by all
ongurations of ebl and prodigy4.0 for all variations of
domain theories for the bloks world.
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Figure 4. Aumulated delta time of solved problems by all
ongurations of evok and prodigy4.0 for all variations
of domain theories for the bloks world.
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Figure 5. Aumulated delta time in the solution of solved
problems by the ongurations of hamlet and prodigy4.0
for the best two variations of domain theories for the logis-
tis.
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Figure 6. Aumulated delta time of solved problems by all
ongurations of ebl and prodigy4.0 for all variations of
domain theories for the logistis.
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Figure 7. Aumulated dierene of the number of opera-
tors in the solution of solved problems by the ongurations
of hamlet and prodigy4.0 for the best two variations of
domain theories for the logistis.
while ebl did not learn any useful rule. This is due
to the diÆulty that this domain poses for prodigy,
making it hard for prodigy4.0 to expand the searh
trees. Given that both hamlet and ebl (in this im-
plementation) need to expand the whole tree to learn
rules, they ould only use very few atual training
problems for learning.
Solvability (Tables 4 and 5): in the ase of the bloks
world, it is lear that the simplied version is easier
than the rest, so all ongurations solve more prob-
lems. Removing the expliit handling of the robot
arm makes the domain muh easier. In this domain,
no learning system was able to improve over prodigy.
Also, it is very remarkable that there is no signiant
dierene between the rest of domain versions.
In the ase of the logistis domain, the opposite hap-
pens: there is a version of the domain muh harder
than the rest, and it onsists on removing the bindings
lters implemented by funtions on the preonditions
of operators.
Time to solve problems (Figures 2 through 6):
in the ase of the bloks world, the tables learly
show that the dierene between the time spent by
prodigy4.0 and the learning systems is minimal for
the simplied version, given that prodigy4.0 is the
best option for that domain version. In the rest of
versions of the domain, the dierenes in time to solve
the problems tend to be high in absolute value. While
hamlet and evok have better times than prodigy,
ebl does worse (negative values of the dierene).
In the ase of the logistis domain, all ongurations of
learning systems use more time in the solved problems
than prodigy. This might be aused by the fat that
these systems learn more rules in the logistis domain
than in the bloks world, and, therefore, the mathing
proess takes longer. Also, with respet to the dif-
ferene of solutions lengths between prodigy4.0 and
hamlet, hamlet learns rules that provide better so-
lutions (shorter in this ase), speially in the ase of
potentially harder domain versions, suh as the plain
logistis domain version.
5. Conlusions
The main onlusion of this paper is that good rep-
resentations (like the simplied bloks world) tend to
make ontrol knowledge learning less neessary, as far
as solvavility is onerned. On the other hand, learn-
ing an alleviate the user eort for writing eÆient
domain theories.
In the logistis domain, one of the representations
obtains very bad results, and we should expet that
learning provides large gains in performane. However,
if the representation is so ineÆient that even simple
problems annot be solved by the base planner, then
systems that learn from traes (ebl, hamlet) will not
be able to learn muh. However, other systems that
do not rely on previous exeutions of the base planner
(like a simple modiation of evok) might overome
this problem.
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